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ince the election of Barack Obama, much has
been made of the generational divide in the populace. Some have suggested that once the so-called
millennials come to dominate the political domain,
many of the thorny social issues that have caused
great debate and consternation among the American public will be resolved. This line of reasoning
implies that young people who embrace and personify a more inclusive society will eventually take
over policy-making and thought leadership, moving both areas in a more liberal direction. Commentators point to the signi½cant differences in
opinion registered among various generations on
topics such as same-sex marriage and abortion as
evidence of the more inclusive worldview held by
the majority of young people. According to a 2009
cnn.com story, “Fifty-four percent of people questioned in a cnn/Opinion Research Corporation
Poll released Monday said marriages between gay
or lesbian couples should not be recognized as valid
with 44 percent suggesting they should be considered legal. But among those 18 to 34 years old, 58
percent said same-sex marriages should be considered legal.” The article closes with a quote from
cnn political analyst Bill Schneider that underscores the potential of young Americans to change
the trajectory of equal rights in the country: “Young
voters strongly favor marriage equality. They’re
the future of American politics.”1 A USA Today
story makes a similar argument, proclaiming that
“younger Americans, more eclectic in their views
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Far from the generation of millennials

signaling the end of race or even the be198

ginning of a post-racial society, data
from the Black Youth Project (byp)4
and the Mobilization, Change, and Political and Civic Engagement Project
(mcpce)5 suggest that deep divides
still exist among young people, with
black youth particularly skeptical about
the idea of a post-racial anything. When
we ½rst administered the byp in 2005,
we asked respondents–who were then
ages 15 to 25–a series of questions regarding the impact of race in the lives
of young black Americans. Repeatedly,
we discovered a signi½cant gap in how
young whites and young blacks thought
about such issues, with young Latinos
often landing somewhere in the middle.
For example, 61 percent of black youth
agreed with the statement, “It is hard for
young black people to get ahead because
they face so much discrimination,” compared to 43 percent of white youth and
45 percent of Latino respondents. Similarly, 54 percent of black youth agreed
with the statement, “On average, black
youth receive a poorer education than
white youth,” compared to 31 percent
of white youth and 40 percent of Latino
youth. When asked if they agreed with
the statement, “In the health care system, Blacks are treated less fairly than
Whites,” the majority of black (59 percent) and Latino (52 percent) youth indicated their agreement, while only 32
percent of young whites agreed. On the
speci½c topic of aids, when asked if
they agreed that “if more white people
had aids, the government would do
more to ½nd a cure,” over two-thirds of
black respondents (68 percent) agreed,
compared to only 34 percent of white
youth and 50 percent of Latino youth.
When we turned our questions to the
treatment of blacks by the government,
compared to its treatment of other groups,
we continued to see marked disagreement. For example, when black youth
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on social issues and more likely to have
friends or family members who are openly gay, are more tolerant of same-sex
couples than their parents or grandparents and appear to be more interested
in compromise.”2
The promised harmony around social
issues that is presumably evident among
younger Americans extends beyond the
con½nes of sexually infused social policy
to the prominent and always simmering
issue of race. An article published in The
New York Times suggests that much of the
problem of race and racism found in the
Tea Party and the naacp has to do with
the fact that they both are largely comprised of older members who grew up as
the targets or bene½ciaries of Jim Crow.
Columnist Matt Bai writes, “The Tea Party
and the N.A.A.C.P. represent disproportionately older memberships. And herein lies a problem with so much of our discussion about race and politics in the Obama era: we tend not to recognize the
generational divide that underlies it.”3
As evidence of this substantial generational divide, Bai cites pre-midterm data
from the Pew Research Center indicating that “there is nearly a 20 point spread
between Mr. Obama’s approval ratings
among voters younger than 30 and those
older than 65.” Perhaps Bai’s most important observation is one that he seems to
add almost as a throwaway: his comment
that “These numbers probably do reflect
some profound racial differences among
the generations.” I would contend that,
in fact, the signi½cant and profound differences in how young whites, blacks, and
Latinos think about such topics as racism,
citizenship, and gay and lesbian issues
are a de½ning and often ignored feature
of American politics as practiced by the
young today, even in the age of Obama.
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cause of their race. Latino respondents Cathy J.
demonstrated a pattern similar to whites, Cohen
with most respondents choosing the
answer “rarely” (32 percent) or “never”
(36 percent). (The choice of “rarely” or
“never” among Latinos may have to do
with the fact that we asked about discrimination based on race and not on
ethnicity.) Second, a majority of respondents from all racial and ethnic groups
agreed that they felt like full and equal
citizens with all the rights and protections that other people have, with 60
percent of blacks, 82 percent of whites,
and 70 percent of Latino youth agreeing.
Of course, we should note the 22-percentage point gap between those black
and white youth who feel like full and
equal citizens.
The reality of such a monumental racial divide, between whites and blacks in
particular, has long been documented in
the research of scholars such as Michael
Dawson, Lawrence Bobo, Donald Kinder,
and Lynn Sanders.6 These scholars and
others have painted a detailed picture of
the differences in public opinion among
black and white Americans on topics
ranging from the role of the state, support for redistributive policies and programs, social issues, and the belief that
racism plays a major role in American
society. Again and again, the data across
studies reveal that black Americans, while
generally socially conservative, believe
in a more activist state; register higher
support for redistributive programs such
as welfare and food stamps; and are more
likely to indicate that they believe that
racism continues to play a major role in
limiting the opportunities available to
blacks and Latinos.
Given this line of research, it may not
seem surprising that young black Americans continue to believe that racism is
still a major problem in the country. Moreover, the continuing reality of race and
199
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were asked if the government treats immigrants better than most blacks, nearly
a majority of black youth agreed (48 percent), compared to the expected much
smaller percentage of Latinos (18 percent)
and 29 percent of white youth. Interestingly, the one area in this battery of questions where we can identify relative agreement across racial and ethnic groups is
on the topic of how the police treat black
youth. Speci½cally, when asked if “the
police discriminate much more against
black youth than they do against white
youth,” 79 percent of black youth, 73 percent of white youth, and 63 percent of
Latino youth agreed.
Perhaps not surprisingly, when asked
whether racism would be eliminated in
their lifetime, respondents were pessimistic, with about only one-third in each
racial/ethnic category believing the elimination of racism in their lifetime was
very or somewhat likely. Interestingly,
black respondents, who were most negative when asked about the speci½c experiences of black youth, were slightly
more likely to believe racism would be
eliminated in their lifetime, with 33 percent of blacks, 25 percent of whites, and
31 percent of Latino youth stating that it
was very or somewhat likely that racism
would be eliminated in their lifetime.
Finally, there are two positive notes
that should be highlighted as we seek
to represent the complexity of political
thinking by young people today. First,
black and Latino youth registered lower
levels of encounters with discrimination
than might be imagined. When asked
how often they experienced racism because of their race, young blacks most
often chose the category “every now
and then,” with 32 percent of black respondents marking this answer. Among
whites, an equal percent declared they
had rarely (41 percent) or never (41 percent) been discriminated against be-
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in the political thinking of young people
today. For while many whites see President Obama’s election as the best example of how color blindness works, many
black youth, who enthusiastically supported Obama, believe that his election
reflects the desperate yearning for change
in the midst of political and economic
crisis. It was this desire that led whites to
vote for change rather than using their
votes to preserve the racial order.

I

n 2008, the country witnessed the largest outpouring of black youth voting
during any presidential election. Contrary to the myth that black youth are
apolitical, it seems that when presented
with a candidate they care deeply about,
they will go to the polls. For many journalists and commentators, the large turnout of young people was yet another sign
that more political agreement and tolerance existed among our younger voters
than we can ever hope to see among older voters. While it is true that young people joined together in force to vote for a
new direction as represented by Barack
Obama (and against the old path as laid
out by the Bush administration), it seems
that the meaning of and agenda attached
to those votes were different for various
racial and ethnic groups of young people.
Seven months after the 2008 election, we
asked respondents to the mcpce study,
including a signi½cant number of those
eighteen to thirty-½ve years old, if they
believed racism was still a major problem. The divide between black and white
young people (ages eighteen to thirty½ve) was stark: 68 percent of black youth
stated that racism remains a major problem, compared to 33 percent of white
respondents and 58 percent of Latino
respondents (see Table 1). A similar split
was evident when we asked if blacks had
achieved racial equality. A near majority
of whites (48 percent) thought blacks
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racism in structuring the opportunities
presented to young people, especially
black youth, seems to scream out from
the many statistics offered up to highlight the lived experience of marginal
youth of color. For example, by now most
people know that black youth suffer disproportionately from social crises such
as poverty, hiv/aids, childhood obesity, incarceration, and unemployment,
among other problems. More recently,
black youth and their families have also
been hit especially hard by the recession.
As others have noted, the combination
of lost manufacturing jobs, predatory
lending practices, unparalleled foreclosures, a shocking drop in property values, and the continued use of discriminatory hiring practices in a jobless recovery has meant that black youth and
their families face, not a recession, but
“a silent depression” and the loss of any
generational progress for young blacks.7
Thus, given these lived realities, it is
hard to imagine that there would not be
signi½cant racial and ethnic differences
in how young people think about race
and their lives more broadly.
However, for many Americans, especially white Americans, the election of
Barack Obama marked what they believed
to be a major shift in the racial consciousness of the country, with a color-blind
framework predicted as rightfully coming to dominate the racial landscape.8
In the wake of the election, commentators and politicians felt empowered to
tell black people, and black youth in particular, that it was now time to stop the
“whining” because they had no more
excuses. The running dominant narrative–that the country has arrived at a
place, in part through the victories of
the civil rights movement, where color
blindness is the fair way to make decisions, create policy, and distribute resources–helps produce such disparities
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Table 1
Perspectives on Racism since the Election of President Obama

Racism Exists
but Not a Major
Problem

Racism No
Longer Exists
in Our Society

Racism Never
a Major Problem
in Society

Black Youth
n=310

68%

29%

1%

2%

White Youth
n=226

33%

63%

3%

1%

Latino Youth
n=440

58%

32%

8%

2%
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Racism Remains
a Major Problem

Respondents by
Race/Ethnicity

Source: 2008 Mobilization, Change, and Political and Civic Engagement (Wave 2).

had achieved equality, compared to
15 percent of blacks and 39 percent of
Latinos (see Table 2).
As we know, the racial landscape is far
more expansive than one that accounts
for just blacks and whites. When asked
if Latinos had achieved racial equality,
support for this assertion dropped among
whites. In fact, only 29 percent of whites,
16 percent of blacks, and 20 percent of
Latinos believed that Latinos had achieved
racial equality (see Table 3).
Finally, on the question of whether
our respondents felt like full and equal
citizens, we found that, in 2008, there
remained a substantial split in the level
of inclusion black and white young people feel, with 55 percent of young blacks
agreeing with the statement that they
felt like full and equal citizens, compared to 69 percent of young whites
(see Figure 1). This 14-percentage point
difference is less than the 23-percentage
point gap registered between blacks and
whites in the byp data, but we should
remember that respondents to the byp
data were younger (ages ½fteen to twen140 (2) Spring 2011

ty-½ve) than the eighteen to thirty-½ve
year olds who participated in the mcpce
study. Furthermore, while a gap continues to exist between young blacks and
whites, the most sizable difference in
feelings of inclusion was registered among
young Latinos and whites, with only 39
percent of young Latinos believing themselves to be full and equal citizens. Undoubtedly, the word citizen has a signi½cant bearing on their feeling of not being
included in the larger political community. However, their responses are not
simply a reflection of their actual legal
status as citizens; they also represent the
myriad ways in which Latino citizens are
perceived as “illegal,” resulting in their
exclusion from fully lived citizenship.

L

ike many young people, blacks, whites,
Latinos, Asian Americans, and other citizens who turned out to vote on November 4, 2008, the young black people at the
heart of this data were generally exuberant over the election of the nation’s ½rst
African American president. In a February 2009 focus group discussion with
201

Millennials Table 2
& the Myth Perspectives on Whether Blacks Have Achieved Racial Equality
of the
Post-Racial
Society

Will Not
Achieve Racial
Equality in Your
Lifetime

Will Never
Achieve Racial
Equality

Black Youth
n=303

15%

47%

23%

14%

White Youth
n=225

48%

30%

16%

6%

Latino Youth
n=432

39%

34%

22%

6%

Respondents by
Race/Ethnicity

Source: 2008 Mobilization, Change, and Political and Civic Engagement (Wave 2).

Table 3
Perspectives on Whether Latinos Have Achieved Racial Equality

Have Achieved
Racial Equality

Will Soon
Achieve Racial
Equality

Will Not
Achieve Racial
Equality in Your
Lifetime

Will Never
Achieve Racial
Equality

Black Youth
n=295

16%

51%

25%

9%

White Youth
n=226

29%

41%

24%

6%

Latino Youth
n=432

20%

51%

22%

7%

Respondents by
Race/Ethnicity

Source: 2008 Mobilization, Change, and Political and Civic Engagement (Wave 2).

young blacks ages eighteen to twentyfour living in Chicago, participants expressed their pride in the country having
just elected Barack Obama. At the same
time that they expressed great pride and
hope in Obama, they also made it clear
that no one politician–not even the pres202

ident–would be able to change drastically the lives of young black Americans.
They stated that for their lives to improve, a number of entities would have
to change: the government, employers,
teachers, parents, and young people themselves. Interestingly, in both our survey
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Have Achieved
Racial Equality

Will Soon
Achieve Racial
Equality

Figure 1
Percent of Respondents Who Believe They Are Full and Equal Citizens
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Black
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Black respondents: n=304; white respondents: n=231; Latino respondents: n=451.
Source: 2008 Mobilization, Change, and Political and Civic Engagement (Wave 2).

data and our focus group responses, black
youth conveyed their belief that change,
in general, and in the racial landscape,
in particular, is possible, but not directed by one person. Even given their very
realistic assessment of the impact of the
2008 election on their lives and the need
for change among many entities, seven
months after the election, young blacks
were more likely than young whites to believe that there had been “big change”
or “some change” in the country since
President Obama took of½ce (see Table 4).
Although young black Americans believe in the change promoted by President Obama, they also seem to subscribe
to a vision of American politics in which
collectives of concerned individuals and
groups produce change. During a focus
group with young people in Chicago, one
young woman stated that the election of
President Obama “told us American people that the power is in our hands and
however you want this country ran we
140 (2) Spring 2011

pretty much can decide that. I think everyone realized that and saw it for themselves
this time around.” Another young person in the same focus group went on to
explain, “It’s not good enough if one guy
makes it. That’s not good for everybody
in general, so everyone, if all of us can
come out of it, then we can say we’ve
done something to make change happen. But for one man to come out of it,
that’s not good enough. In fact, that’s
not doing anything at all.”

I

n the many articles written about the
generational shift in attitudes on social
issues, such as gay marriage or even race,
few, if any, take the time to disaggregate
the data by race and ethnicity to determine whether there might be divergent
trends among the many groups comprising “youth.” When researchers disaggregate their data (that is, if they have sampled enough people of color to pursue
statistical analysis of different racial and
203

Millennials Table 4
& the Myth Change since President Obama Took Of½ce
of the
Post-Racial
Society
Respondents by
Big Change
Some Change
Race/Ethnicity

Very Little
Change

No Change

18%

64%

15%

4%

White Youth
n=229

12%

45%

34%

10%

Latino Youth
n=429

15%

52%

29%

4%

Source: 2008 Mobilization, Change, and Political and Civic Engagement (Wave 2).

ethnic groups) they often ½nd that there
are signi½cant differences in how young
people from the various racial and ethnic
groups that make up the American populace think about not only same-sex
marriage and abortion, but also race. If
opinion leaders continue to make policy
and write articles with data assuming
that the ideas of white youth represent
the attitudes of all young people, they
are in for a rude awakening.
As the demographics of the country
continue to move from one dominated–
in population and power–by whites to
one increasingly populated by individuals of color, our analyses must start paying attention to the ideas, attitudes, and
actions of young people of color. In the
case of sensitive social issues such as
abortion, sex, and homosexuality, black
youth signal, at best, a position of limited tolerance. In the realm of race, the
experience of black youth and, at times,
Latino youth is that race still ½gures
prominently in their lives, shaping where
they can live, if and where they work,
and how state authorities, such as the
204

police, treat them. For these young people, racism still blocks their access to full
citizenship, in particular the psychological aspects of believing that one belongs
to and is valued in the larger political
community.
Far from signaling a signi½cant change
in racial politics that can be sustained in
some sectors of the country, Obama’s
election has unleashed an unbridled racism that has not been witnessed in such
regularity for some time. Whites who
have been affected by layoffs and the failing economy, the escalating cost of health
care, the bottoming out of the housing
market, and the decline in our public
schools have been motivated by radio
and talk show hosts to rebel and once
again to blame black people, immigrants,
and, of course, our ½rst black president
for their declining predicament. In response, they have held Tea Party and
9-12 rallies where President Obama has
been demeaned and depicted as “other,”
an unspeakable evil on par with Hitler.
As many traditional journalists and
pundits have claimed, vili½cation of a
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Black Youth
n=297

such a backlash, both structurally and
symbolically, it is not surprising that
many black youth continue to believe
and assert that racism remains a major
problem for the country and in their
lives. What I hope this essay has made
clear is that waiting for the generational
shift will not be enough to change the
diverging experiences and perceptions
of young people. We must pay attention
to existing racial and ethnic differences
that are evident among the millennial
generation today.
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sitting president is part of the vitriol we
call American politics. But others, such
as former President Carter, have suggested that what we are witnessing in the
backlash against President Obama is
the continuing racist attitudes and behaviors of some whites. These individuals instinctively focus on racial explanations for their dif½culties instead of
pointing to capitalist greed and neoliberal policies that have dismantled many
of the protections middle- and workingclass people depend on. In the midst of
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